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Easter Sunday!
                                                                                                                                                              

INTRODUCTION

Let us live the Easter of Resurrection with works of mercy!
Beloved, the image of the Holy Door attracts me. And even though I have not yet

crossed  it,  in  my  head  and  heart  I  am continuously  ‘turning  around  it’.  In  this
wandering I was struck by the fact that the word DOOR is found in the Bible 355
times. The first time it is placed in God’s mouth who thus speaks to Cain: Why are
you angry? Why is your face downcast? If you do well, should you not hold it high?
But  if  you do not  do well,  sin  is crouching at  your door;  his  instinct  is  heading
towards  you,  but  you  must  master  it.  (Gen.  4.7).  The  last  time  it  is  part  of  the
description of the holy Jerusalem coming down out of heaven: Blessed are those who
wash their robes, they will have part in the tree of life and will be able to enter into
the city through its gates (Rev. 22:14)

I guess it could be said that these two references are an indication of the path of
salvation that Scripture announces: if the door is the image of man’s life (we enter
life through the door of our mother’s womb and we go out through that of death after
having gone through endless doors / passages of growth and test ...), a life threatened
by sin (!), we are asked to do well knowing that God supports and blesses the steps of
those who wash their robes, thus hastening the completion of the plan of salvation.

Again the Apocalypse text tells us that those who have washed their robes, they
did it in the blood of the Lamb (Rev. 7:14) and are a great multitude from every
nation, race, people and tongue (Rev. 7: 9). And it concludes: He who sits on the
throne will spread his tent over them. They shall not hunger or thirst any more, nor
the sun or any scorching heat will strike them, because the Lamb who is in the midst
of the throne will be their shepherd and will guide them to the springs of living water.
And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes. (Rev. 7:15 to 17)

1. A LOOK AT THE CONTINENTS

As it is now proven practices, we started our Council meetings for the period of
March, leaving room for any Councillor to present a broad overview of his visits,
meetings and dialogues made in recent months. In particular we want to remember
some points that are important to us. Concerning Africa we remembered and reflected
on the situation in Ethiopia. First of all we reflected on our confrere, Father Carlos
Domingos who died tragically: the emptiness that he left behind could be read on the
faces of the participants and the numerous crowd present at the funeral. Once again
we are called to grope to understand the “logical-illogical” evangelical seed that dies.
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Also  more  about  Ethiopia  we  point  out  the  increased  difficulties  in  obtaining
residence visas, which further complicates the situation of the already small group of
missionaries. A great hope is offered by the decision to start, after much discernment,
the opening of the second community in Angola, to consolidate our presence and our
service.  The  reflection  and  realization  of  this  project  is  left  to  the  study  and
discernment of the African Continental Council.

Regarding formation we remembered the great and hopefully fruitful group of
young people  in  formation;  currently  we have  40 novices  who are  preparing for
religious profession as consecrated Consolata missionaries. Vocations are always a
sign of life and life which is full and for which we thank the Lord, giving Him glory,
but we must also put more effort into vocational discernment and accompaniment of
our young people. Our gratitude increases for the birth of new sons to our family. In
January,  precisely  on  the  29th,  we officially  opened  the  Philosophy  Seminary  in
Abidjan, capital city of the Ivory Coast. In the tradition of our Institute, after twenty
years’ presence in the Ivory Coast, we felt it important to also open up to the local
young  people  who,  after  having  known  and  having  grown  up  with  us,  feel  the
vocational call of the Lord to give all their life to the Institute’s mission. The new
seminar is dedicated to Blessed Sister Irene Stefani.

As for the continent America, starting with the recent visit of Pope Francesco to
Mexico, we have tried to re-read our presence and our missionary options in the light
of the speeches and messages that the Pope addressed to the different peoples of the
Continent. “It is a source of joy to walk on this Mexican land that holds a special
place in the heart of the Americas. Today I come as a missionary of mercy and peace,
but also as a son who wants to pay tribute to his mother, the Virgin of Guadalupe and
let her watch me... I am getting ready to visit this great and beautiful country like a
missionary and pilgrim…”

The mission of God and, more specifically, the mission ad gentes embraces many
different realities; so as not to dilute our identity in everything and in nothing, we are
forced  to  make  specific  choices,  specializing  our  response.  Only  then  can  we
strengthen our identity, responding to the charisma, keeping warm our fellowship. A
careful  reading of the recent visit  of Pope Francesco to Mexico,  his gestures,  his
words,  the  places  and  routes,  may  enlighten  our  vision,  help  us  to  realize  our
missionary  project,  our  joint  commitment  in  this  pre-Chapter  time  and  also
contextualize our spirituality and missionary practice. The missionary of mercy and
peace,  as  he  introduced  himself,  encourages  us,  with  parresia,  in  the  mission  of
sharing the true Consolation, Jesus Christ with the old and new human and cultural
communities,  under  the  guidance  of  “our  dear  Consolata”,  recognized  in  the
Continent  as  the  “morenita”  and  proposed  to  the  whole  Catholic  world  as  an
“example of a perfectly enculturated evangelization”. Come Spirit Consoler, do your
work in each missionary; build with us the local and universal brotherhood; work
with the peoples of the earth so that the “kingdom” of the Our Father may come”
(Father Salvador Medina, Francesco missionary of mercy and peace, Rome, March
2016). Also in America, we opened a new apostolic formation community in Cali-
Colombia, inserted in a missionary context option for African descendants, with a
group  of  young  theology  students  from  different  cultures  and  expression  of  the
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Consolata rainbow composition. North America continues its process of renewal and
restructuring,  already begun,  and which is  moving towards its  conclusion,  giving
priority  to  small  presences,  qualified  and  missionary,  leaving  the  “old”  heavy
structures, difficult to manage. Also, I like to emphasize the interesting choice made
by  the  Director  Committee  of  the  three  North  American  magazines  to  visit  and
choose this year, as a goal of its animation, the European Continent. It is a choice that
makes  one  reflect  and  that  shows  how  nothing  is  “eternal”  and  everything  can
change.  This option shows how mission no longer has geographical  locations but
human ones and, because of this, it is at the heart of humanity.

For Europe we point our visit to the Italian region which lasted more than two
months. The visit has shown that, at times, we live with clichés and that these do not
help to walk.  Contrary to what is  said,  the region is serene and the missionaries,
aware of their strength and ability, undertake to do their best, even remaining simple
and meaningful presence of mission. Of all I would like to present the new inter-
congregational  presence  in  Sicily,  Diocese  of  Noto,  where  this  new  composite
community tries to be a mission of consolation for the many immigrants who daily
land on the Sicilian coasts hoping for a better future. We also share the effort of
reflection with a view to make some important decisions by the Portugal region that
wants to revise, classify and restructure its presence in Fatima, important historical
presence, place of formation and mission, international Marian place, which now, due
to the great  social  and economic changes that  have been taking place,  requires a
rethinking and redevelopment.

The Asia’s mission becomes more and more reference and topic of discernment
looking at the future of the Institute. Currently we are concerned about the precarious
situation faced by our mission in Mongolia because of the complex and strict rules of
the government for foreigners and religious denominations. In this regard we are also
in dialogue with the Holy See so that it may intervene at the diplomatic level and help
out the presence of the Church. The group of missionaries in Taiwan will soon be
enriched by two other young missionaries and soon the Bishop will entrust to us a
missionary presence in the diocese, first steps of a dream and openness that continue
and renew us.

Communicating life and mission: getting involved, being the first ones to start!
In  conclusion  I  would  like  to  invite  everyone  to  read  and  share  more  the

documents, letters, messages and magazines of the Institute; these, too, are signs and
expressions  of  our  Consolata  family.  Unfortunately  we  note,  visiting  the
communities, that we have little interest in “our literature”, there are less and less
people available to write and share their daily life, their reflections on their life and
mission. “Our” magazines and documents as The Da Casa Madre, Documentation,
Letters of the Direzione Generale, of Father General, our website and others, instead
of being the “Our Family Library”, they are little used and little read; we often prefer
other  material  and  we  have  great  difficulty  to  write  and  share  our  life  and  our
mission.

I am convinced that the missionary witnesses that portray our everyday life in the
mission have a particular value, able to transform the lives of those who approach us,
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to sensitize in a missionary way the pastoral dynamics of the Church and, of course,
to revive and renew the missionary zeal of the members of the Institute.

About the missionary press, I feel with regret that, almost always, the channels
for  the dissemination and propagation of our missionary information are reduced,
only, to the efforts of the missionaries who work there (those who actually produce
them).

Instead, I think it is a task of us all, getting the missionary information to our
people; sharing among ourselves and with them our mission is not to show us as
protagonists but to narrate the wonders of the Lord in the people we serve and that,
thanks to us, humble instruments in his hands, He knows how to touch and warm the
hearts and give taste to life in faith, hope and love! Courage!

2. ECONOMY-ADMINISTRATION

“The  economic  dimension  is  intimately  connected  with  the  person  and  the
mission.  Through the economy very important  choices for  life  will  pass through,
revealing the evangelical witness, attentive to the needs of our brothers and sisters.
Attention  to  the  evangelical  dimension  of  the  economy  should  therefore  not  be
neglected in the formation process, especially in the preparation of those who will
have  the  responsibility  of  government  and  will  have  to  manage  the  economic
structures in keeping with the principles of gratuity, brotherhood and justice, laying
the  foundations  of  an  evangelical  economy  of  sharing  and  communion.”(
Congregation for the Institutes of Consecrated Life and the Societies of Apostolic
Life,  Guidelines for the management of assets in the Institutes of Consecrated Life
and in the Societies of Apostolic Life, Circular Letter, August 2, 2014)

In  the  Council  meeting,  after  sharing  some  important  topics  regarding  our
administration and thanked the Lord who once again did not fail showing to us his
Providence, we reflected on the important role of the Administration Council at the
General  and Regional  level.  In the present  situation of  great  change and genuine
search for transparency at all levels, we consider indispensable the role of this body
that has, in fact, the task of consultation, cooperation and control on the economic
movement of a District in particular and of the Institute in general.

Administrators and experts have not only technical role; they must combine the
requirements of the laws with those of the Gospel demands. The fulfilment of the
mission of the Institute is not possible without duly economic resources. The Institute
cannot perform well its mission if it does not have the necessary economic resources;
the community’s economic resources will not be well used unless they are oriented to
the service of the mission. At the same time it should be remembered that economic
management is not just about poverty, but it also has to do with obedience, as there
are laws of the Church, of our Institute and of governments that must be followed,
and also about chastity, since the freedom of the heart is essential so that goods may
be put at the service of the human person. Starting from these premises I would like
here to remind to all, but in a special way, to the Regional Superiors the indispensable
importance to have the Council of Administration for our mission in the future. I
therefore invite, in a decisive form, the regions that already have created it to animate
and involve it all the more, and the regions that have not yet started it, to do so and
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make it operative as soon as possible. This, too, along with others that already belong
to our tradition, is an important tool for the sharing of the economy of communion for
the mission, a concrete and timely manner to control us and help us administer with
transparency and justice the goods that God and his Providence still give us.

Finally we distributed some financial subsidies, the result of the generosity of
our benefactors and the work of our missionaries. The criterion that we wanted to
adopt for this year is that of the continental dimension, thus we assigned a certain
amount to every continent, and we ask the Council Continental itself to distribute the
financial  assistance  according to  the  needs  of  the  missionaries  and missions.  We
believe, with this gesture, to contribute to the growth of the continental spirit that for
some time we have tried to bring about.

3. CONVOCATION OF THE ELECTIONS
OF THE REGIONS’ GOVERNMENTS

from May 15 to July 15, 2016

As announced, to meet with the decision of the XII General Chapter, which at 
number 102 of the Acts states: “For the purposes of implementing in the Institute the 
reflection and the guidelines contained in the Chapter Documents, the election of the 
Superior and of the Regional Council so that they do not coincide with the General 
Chapter”, we will proceed to the renewal of the Regional Governments. The date set 
by the Direzione Generale is in the period from May 15th to July 15th , 2016. I invite 
you all to get well prepared for this important family event through discernment, 
prayer and vision of the future. Soon we shall send the official proclamation of the 
election with the explanatory Rules and a message of fraternal animation and 
reflection on the task and responsibility of the Direzione Regionale in the animation 
and the management of the individuals and the quality of our mission. Thanks, united
and missionaries!

4. ABOUT THE NEW ORGANIZATIONS
AND THE LEGAL ENTITY OF THE GROUPS

The Direzione  Generale,  taking  into  account  the  legal  membership  of  some
missionaries  and  of  different  countries  that  are  under  its  jurisdiction  and  the
continental  journey  undertaken  by  the  Institute,  has  decided  to  create  some new
jurisdictions,  to  modify  some others  in  order  to  promote  the  continental  process
started by the Institute and help to achieve the legal definition of membership of
some missionaries who feel such a need.
In summary, the main reasons for this legal action are:

To make each group responsible for its own life and mission, 
To ensure closer and more direct relationship with one’s own Continent, 
To foster a certain decentralization of the Direzione Generale. 
Legally, the Direzione Generale has taken the following decisions:
Creation of the Region of Asia (RAS) which includes the communities of: Korea,

Mongolia, Taiwan.
Constitution of the Delegation Spain (DE).
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Creation of the Delegation Canada, Mexico, United States (DCMS).
Reconstitution of the Congo Region (RDC).
Aggregation of the community of Poland to the Italian Region.
Aggregation of the Angolan community to the Region of Mozambique. 

These  new legal  entities  are  required  to  put  into  practice  some of  the  criteria
necessary to respect the journey, the presence and history of the different groups.

The  following  are  some  criteria  born  out  of  the  sharing  and  meetings  of  our
missionaries and which can still be complemented with other proposals.

1. There should be respect for the specificity of the mission of the group and of
the continuity of the personnel belonging to the Group.

2. That  the specific  mission of  a  particular  country be part  of  the missionary
project of the Region to which it belongs.

3. For  every  important  change  a  previous  dialogue  and  discernment  with  the
Direzione Generale is needed.

4. For small  groups,  it  is  also important  that  a  member of  the Council  of the
Region be a reference point and liaison between the group and the Region of
belonging, clearly besides the Superior of the Region himself.

5. About the elections for the constitution of the new Juridical Entity, it is well to
refer to the number 136 of the Constitutions, second mode. (Constitutions n.
136.2)

5. ACTS OF THE DIREZIONE GENERALE

A – Admission to the Priesthood

Admitted by the Direzione Generale:
Bingidimi Sala Deac. Olivier

B – Entrusted to the Continental Councils

1 – Entrusted to the Continental Council of America:
Ssimbwa Fr. Laurence from Colombia (seminary)
The destination when established will be confirmed by the Direzione Generale

2 – Entrusted to the Continental Council of Africa:
Omollo Fr. Joseph from the Region of Italy, (Bravetta)
Walisimbi Fr. Joseph Caesar from the Region of Italy, (Bravetta)
Simbeye Fr. Mapinduzi Mwasatila from the Region of Italy (Bravetta)
The destinations when established will be confirmed by the Direzione Generale

C - Destinations

Destination Temporary Professed member

Student Residence Destination

Lukwanda Mbo Brother Jean-Jacques Kenya (Seminary) Congo-Kinshasa

First Destination of the Deacons admitted to the Priesthood
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Deacon Residence Destination

Bingidimi Sala Deac. Olivier Congo-Isiro (for studies) Congo-Isiro

Other Destinations

Missionary Residence Destination

Katula Makiong Br. Benoît Congo-Isiro Congo-Kinshasa

Balu Futi Walipangi Fr. Clément Congo-Isiro Congo-Kinshasa

Morneau Fr. Claude Mozambique Brazil

Prinelli Fr. Felice Colombia Italia

Lorunguya Fr. Daniel Kenya Italia

Viotto Fr. Francesco Kenya
Direzione Generale,

Roma

Lacchin Fr. Mario Italia Kenya

Hager Fr. Van Allen Direzione Generale (USA) Colombia

Paulino Fr. Joseph Madeje Colombia (Seminary) Tanzania

Ferreira da Costa Fr. Simão Pedro Italia Portugal

D – Suspensions of destination

A – Brother Nelson Murillo. The General Council suspends the destination (Prot 
212/2015) of Brother Murillo Sepúlveda Nelson from the region of Colombia to 
the Kenya Region. The brother remains in Colombia.

B – Fr. Cyrille Muzesu Mambu. The General Council suspends the destination 
(Prot 306/2014) of Muzesu Mambu Fr. Cyrille from the Group Congo-Kinshasa 
(Seminary) to the Delegation of the Ivory Coast. The confrere remains in the 
Group Congo-Kinshasa.

C – Fr. Johannes Michael Haro. The General Council suspends the destination 
(Prot 174/2014) of Haro Fr. Johannes Michael from the Region Ethiopia to the 
Region Italia. The confreres remains in Ethiopia.

E – Doctorate in Latin American History

Oluoch Awiti Fr. Maurice Seith who is preparing his doctorate in Ecuador, in the 
absence of IMC community, he continues to belong to the Colombia Region, being 
welcomed by the Bishop of Riobamba in one of his parishes. 

F – New IMC Community at Porta Pia, Roma

The Superior General with the consent of the Council decided to create a new IMC 
community in Via Nomentana, 8, 00161, Rome.

G – New IMC Legal Entities

The Superior General with the collegial vote of his Council during the meeting of 
March 21, 2016 took the following decisions regarding some jurisdictions and groups
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belonging to the Institute:
A – The Region of Asia (RAS) is created; the missionaries working in South 

Korea, Mongolia and Taiwan belong to it.
B – The Region of Spain becomes Delegation of Spain (DE)
C – The Delegation Canada-Mexico-United States (DCMS) is created; the 

missionaries working in the three countries belong to it.
D – Poland is grouped with the Region of Italy.
E –Angola is grouped with the Region of Mozambique.
F –The Region of Congo (RDC) is established again; the missionaries working 
in the Groups Congo-Kinshasa and Congo-Isiro belong to it.

To new jurisdictions it will be informed about the modality for the election of the 
Regional Superior and the number of Regional Council members.
All these decisions will have legal effect from 1st May 2016.

H – Calling of the Election or nominations of the Direzioni Regionali

As already it decided two years ago (Protocol no. 054/2014) all regional governments
expire one year before the General Chapter. In line with this decision, the Superior 
General with the consent of his Council in the meeting of March 22, 2016 decides:

1. To call now for the elections and nominations of the Direzioni Regionali.
2. To determine that by the 1st of May the lists of the members of each region 

arrive in Rome to be checked and confirmed.
3. To determine that all ballots be dome between May 15th and July 15th 2016.

I – Exclaustrations

1. Campos Fr. Mário Fernando Martins Baptista.
With decree of February 5, 2016 the Holy See granted to Fr. Mário F. M. Baptista 
Campos permanent exclaustration in view of a definitive incardination in the 
Patriarchate of Lisbon, Portugal.

2. Kaggwa Fr. Gerald Ssuna.
With decree of March 3, 2016 the Holy See granted to Gerald Fr. Ssuna Kaggwa 
permanent exclaustration in view of a definitive incardination in the Diocese of 
Richmond, Virginia, USA.

J – Dismissal

Markos, Fr. Abraham
On 21 December 2015, the Holy See has confirmed the Dismissal Decree of Fr. 
Abraham Markos from the Institute in keeping with the norm cc. 696-700.

6. CALENDAR OF THE DIREZIONE GENERALE

Father Stefano Camerlengo
04 – 25/04: visit to the Region of Amazon
25/04 –17 /05: visit to the Region of Brazil
20/05 – 03/06: visit to the Region of Argentina

Father Pendawazima Dietrich 
30 March - 25 April: visit to Mozambique
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25 April -10 May: visit to Kenya
23 - 26 May: visit to Portugal
28 - 30 May: Torino

Father Ugo Pozzoli
31 March - 5 April: Torino 
9 - 16 April: visit to Poland 
4 - 10 May: visit to Spain 
16 - 31 May: visit to Korea

Father Salvador Medina
April: visit to Brazil
May: visit to Colombia

Father Marco Marini
18 April - 5 May: visit and Continental Council in Kenya
28 June - 10 July: visit to Madagascar, diocese of Ambanja.

CONCLUSION

We are asked to act well! The corporal and spiritual works of mercy will help us in 
this time to make our lives flower in a gift of love that has in Christ and in his Paschal
death and resurrection the source and unique model of reference.
For this, at this time, let us intensely look with our hearts at The Easter mystery! 
In preparing this time so important for the Institute we wanted to promote the various 
initiatives proposed, believing that it is not by multiplying the initiatives that this time
becomes ‘strong’ but by living in a ‘strong’ way our everyday life and especially 
renewing our faith in a God, merciful and great in love.

Best wishes, Have a Good and Holy Easter!

To one and all, courage and ahead in Domino!

Father Stefano Camerlengo, imc
Superior General
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